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Ninette de Valois, at the Royal Opera House. Thereafter he worked extensively in theatre
and his credits include: The Pig Organ (Royal Opera House), The Prince’s Play (Royal National
Theatre), King (Piccadilly Theatre), Follow My Leader (Birmingham Rep and Hampstead
Theatre), Fram (Royal National Theatre). Feature film credits include City of Joy, Prometheus
and Song For A Raggy Boy, the latter winning eleven international film festival awards. He
also composed for television, with credits including the acclaimed BBC BAFTA-nominated
drama Fingersmith, A Little Bit Of Lippy, Summer Solstice, Ruth Rendell Mysteries, 1940s House,
Family, Finding Sarah, Preston Front and The Shell Seekers, as well as over one hundred
television drama features for Germany’s ZDF.
Much of Blackford’s concert output until recent years has been choral music. Two of his
major choral/orchestral works Mirror Of Perfection and Voices of Exile have been the subjects
of full-length television documentaries. His third major choral work Not In Our Time, was
commissioned for the Centenary of the Bournemouth Symphony Chorus. After its standing
ovation premiere at the Cheltenham Festival it was performed before an audience of four
thousand at Chicago’s Millennium Park, then with the Bremer Philharmoniker in the Glocke
Hall in Bremen, Germany. All three choral works are recorded by Nimbus Records.
Following the Brno Philharmonic commission of his Violin Concerto Blackford began a series
of instrumental and orchestral works. The Great Animal Orchestra, with soundscapes by
Bernie Krause, was premiered at the Cheltenham Festival by BBC National Orchestra of
Wales to great acclaim and was immediately followed by performances in the UK, USA and
Germany with seven different orchestras. A second collaboration with Krause, the ballet
Biophony, commissioned by San Francisco LINES Ballet toured the USA and Europe. His
Clarinet Quintet, commissioned by David Campbell, was commissioned for the Aberystwyth
MusicFest and has been performed extensively in the UK and the Czech Republic. 2016 saw
the premiere of his Polymetric Studies for solo piano at Aberystwyth, Covering Guernica for
Ensemble Variances and the completion of Kalon, for string quartet and string orchestra, for
BBC National Orchestra of Wales.
Richard Blackford’s music is published by Novello and Nimbus Music Publishing.
NI 6338
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Richard Blackford

I am a comparative latecomer to writing instrumental music, having devoted most of my
creative life to choral and vocal composition. The works on this CD are all written over the
last decade, with the exception of my Violin Concerto which plunders material from an
incomplete Violin Sonata written when I was eighteen. For most of my life my musical
imagination has required the stimulus of something extra-musical – words, dance, theatre,
film. ‘Pure’ or abstract musical composition had always seemed the most elusive, the most
daunting challenge until I was invited to compose a neo-Classical Violin Concerto by the
Brno Philharmonic in 2007 for its dazzlingly gifted leader Maria Gajdosova. It was requested
to fill a programme slot at short notice – five weeks. In a whirlwind of euphoria and panic I
re-worked thematic material from my earlier sonata into a 25-minute concerto. Perhaps it
was the combination of writing at the speed of sound, its spontaneity, its incorporation of
youthful themes, and the virtuosity of Maria Gajdosova’s performance that produced such
an overwhelmingly positive response from the audience at its premiere in Brno, conducted
by Leos Svarovsky. The Brno Philharmonic subsequently invited me to record Violin
Concerto in their sublime concert hall Besedni Dum. Encouraged by my Slavonic friends I
resolved to continue to explore instrumental structures. The Great Animal Orchestra (recorded
on Nimbus NI6274) with natural soundscapes by Bernie Krause, combined a keyboard
sampler with full orchestra, and represented a breakthrough. At the time of writing my
hunger to evolve and develop is as keen as ever. Above my desk I have pasted Picasso’s
words: ‘Paintings are but research and experiment. I never do painting as a work of art. All of them
are researches. I search constantly and there is a logical sequence in all this research. That is why I
number them’.

Richard Blackford’s music has been performed
and broadcast all over the world and has been
featured in the Adelaide, Cork, Montepulciano,
Brighton, Cheltenham, Long Island, Delphi,
Aberystwyth, Presteigne and Berlin Festivals. It
has been recorded on Sony Classical, Decca,
Warner Classics, Champs Hill and Nimbus
Records. He is the recipient of several awards
including First Prize at the Houston Film Festival,
The Royal Television Society Award, the
Mendelssohn Scholarship and the Tagore Gold
Medal. In 2000 he wrote a four-hour choral and
orchestral score for CNN/BBC Millennium, which
won an Emmy Award for Best Title Sequence
and for which Richard was nominated for
Outstanding Achievement in Music. His
collaborators include Ted Hughes, Maya
Angelou, Tony Harrison, Sir Richard Eyre, Dame
Ninette de Valois, William Tuckett and Alistair
Beaton. In 2015 he was, along with Placido
Domingo and Diana Damrau, awarded Die
Goldene Deutschland in recognition of services to music in Germany.
Born in London in 1954 Richard Blackford studied at the Royal College of Music with John
Lambert, then in Rome with Hans Werner Henze. He was appointed Composer In Residence
at Balliol College Oxford, and later Composer in Residence for the Brno Philharmonic. He
taught at LAMDA before being appointed Director of Music at The Royal Ballet School.
During that time he conducted the premiere of his ballet Plea To Autumn, with texts by Dame
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As well as the Violin Concerto this CD includes: my darkly chromatic Clarinet Quintet, The
Better Angels Of Our Nature, a short concerto for oboe and strings; and Goodfellow, for flute,
oboe and piano. They are presented chronologically and I hope the listener will detect a
logical sequence in their development.
Richard Blackford, August 2016
NI 6338
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Violin Concerto
I – Allegro non troppo The first movement, in modified sonata form, opens with a soaring
theme on trumpet, accompanied by bustling woodwind and strings. As if impatient to join
in, the violin enters in octaves before claiming attention by a fragmented call and answer
sequence with the orchestra. It pulls the tonality from D major to B-flat major and
immediately begins developing the theme rhythmically, also expanding the intervals. The
second subject, a graceful, leaping theme incorporating constantly shifting time signatures
is presented in the dominant, and again transforms itself in rhythmic augmentation with the
orchestral violins. The development section transforms the first two themes still further and
also incorporates a new semiquaver passage for the solo violin before hurtling towards the
recapitulation in the home key of D. The tempo moves from Allegro non troppo to Presto for
the final Coda.
II – Andante Subtitled ‘Fantasia On A Russian Chant,’ the second movement is the most
substantial of the three, lasting some ten minutes. Only the orchestral strings, often multidivided, accompany the soloist throughout the movement. The Russian Orthodox chant
Razboynika is the Exapostilarion on Good Friday and its 5/8 melody is heard at first played
simply by the solo violin after a string introduction. A short transition leads to a full,
passionate version with the violin in the highest register against full, rich chromatic
harmonies. A transition leads to a new, gentle arabesque-like theme for the soloist as the
mood becomes calmer and leads to a tender nocturne in alternating 6/16 and 9/16. These
three themes form the basis for the Fantasia, which develops all three themes until the music
reaches a climactic re-statement of the arabesque theme, now marked Largamente. The
hushed closing section only refers briefly to the Russian theme, as the introductory string
motif brings the movement to a close.
III – Vivace An accelerating pizzicato chordal strumming on open strings introduces a fast
dance-like tune on the solo violin - modal, folk-like, reminiscent of Bartok. The playful
nature of this rondo finale alternates 9/8 with 2/4. No sooner has it stated the theme than the
violin tries to develop it and to defy the home key of D. The full orchestra steers it back to its
4
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Violin Concerto Recorded 26 September 2008 at Besedni Dum, Brno
Producer: Levine Andrade Engineer: James Collins
c 2017 Wyastone Estate Limited
Clarinet Quintet Recorded 15 October 2011 at Manoukian Music Centre, Westminster School
The recording of Clarinet Quintet was generously sponsored by Lincoln and Patrica Benet.
c 2017 Wyastone Estate Limited
The Better Angels Of Our Nature Recorded 15-16 October 2015 at BBC Maida Vale Studios
Producer: Ann McKay Engineer: Neil Pemberton Editing Engineers: Neil Pemberton and Chris Rouse
Executive producer for Champs Hill Records: Alexander van Ingen
Produced in association with BBC Radio 3 and the BBC Symphony Orchestra
© 2015 BBC c 2015 BBC
The BBC, BBC Radio 3 and BBC Symphony Orchestra word marks and logos are trade marks of the British
Broadcasting Corporation and used under license. BBC logo © BBC 2007

Goodfellow Recorded 10-11 November 2015 at the Music Room, Champs Hill, West Sussex, UK
Executive Producer: Alexander Van Ingen Producer: Adrian Peacock
Engineer: Dave Rowell Post-production: Dave Rowell
c 2017 Champs Hill Records
Violin Concerto and Clarinet Quintet issued under exclusive license from the composer,
and are published by Novello (Music Sales)
The Better Angels Of Our Nature and Goodfellow issued under license from BBC/Champs Hill Records,
and are published by Nimbus Music Publishing
Extracts from Full Moon translated by Philip Mitchell in liner note reproduced with permission
Cover image: © 2017 Richard Blackford

c 2017 Wyastone Estate Limited © 2017 Wyastone Estate Limited
www.wyastone.co.uk
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climax leads to utter stillness as Taps is sounded, and from which emerges a gentler, lyrical
oboe theme evoking compassion for victims of war and violence. Over a murmuring string
texture the oboe presents the ‘better angels’ theme, a pianissimo, descending, modal melody
that expands and transforms its intervals each time it is repeated. The violins take up the
theme, then the celli, till the whole ensemble sings it in affirmative forte octave unison. A
contrasting rising oboe phrase based on the harmonic series leads to a peaceful conclusion
as the ‘better angels’ theme dies away.

home key for a tutti version of the theme. A contrasting, more lyrical theme in 7/8 brings the
tonality to F before the violin begins a series of variations on the main theme. After a soft
middle section in which the soloist now plays accompanist to the sustained woodwind
theme, the first theme returns but as an expressive cello section solo. The music gathers
momentum as the violin weaves yet more variations of the main theme, marked saltando. A
faster transformation of the main theme by the orchestra leads to an extended cadenza for
the violin soloist before the movement comes to a fast, exuberant conclusion.

Goodfellow

Clarinet Quintet

Robin Goodfellow (aka ‘Puck’) is traditionally known as the ‘goblin of the hearth’. In
addition to Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream he appears in Ben Jonson, Milton and
Kipling as well as earlier Celtic origins. In Old English pucel is a kind of half-tamed
woodland spirit, leading folk astray with echoes and lights in night time woodlands. But it
is the ‘shrewd and knavish’ Puck of A Midsummer Night’s Dream that caught my imagination,
and the two movements of my trio explore his mischievous, unpredictable personality and
interactions with the Athenian lovers and fairy queen Titania.

When David Campbell, to whom the Clarinet Quintet is dedicated, asked me to write the
work he suggested my looking for a possible Welsh connection, given that its premiere
would take place at the Aberystwyth Musicfest. I recalled the semi-autobiographical novel
Full Moon by Caradog Pritchard, who intended it as a ‘radio play for voices’ like Dylan
Thomas' Under Milk Wood. The novel describes the childhood of a young Boy in Bethesda, the
slate-quarrying area of north Wales, during and shortly after World War I. Central to his life
is his Mam, with whom he lives and he recalls scenes of intense tenderness and warmth as
he and his friends encounter the joys and hardships of rural life. The Boy's imagination is fed
by his encounters with the Methodist Chapel and local legends, especially that of the Black
Lake nearby. He believes in angels, in Heaven and Hell, Christ's Passion, Resurrection and
Ascension, and his dreams evoke mystical and erotic images, described in poetry akin to the
Song of Songs. When Mam is declared insane and taken to Denbigh asylum the Boy loses his
mind with grief and the novel ends with his murder of a childhood sweetheart on the shores
of the Black Lake.

A swooping, magical introduction leads to a bright, fast theme in ever-changing timesignatures – unpredictable as the woodland sprite. A contrasting ‘rambunctious’ theme
evokes the sprite’s mischief as he uses love flower’s juice to entangle the Athenian lovers.
The middle Adagio section features a duet between the flute and oboe as the lovers become
increasingly intoxicated and confused.
The second movement starts with contemplative solos for the flute and oboe. The movement
is darker and explores Titania’s attachment to the Changeling Boy and the unkindness of
Oberon’s trick in making her fall in love with Nick Bottom as an ass. Then, as in the play,
Puck puts things right, the lovers are reconciled, and the music ends with exuberant whoops
as the spirit disappears.
Goodfellow was written in 2015 for three friends, all star players of the Conchord Ensemble,
Daniel and Emily Pailthorpe and Julian Milford.
8
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Whereas my Clarinet Quintet is not intended to be programmatic the three movements are
inspired by scenes from Caradog Prichard's novel and try to reflect the extreme range of the
Boy's emotions. Just as the novel is dominated by the figure of his mother, so the quintet is
dominated by a soft, lyrical rising theme that represents his Mam and recurs in all three
movements.
NI 6338
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The first movement invokes the Black Lake, scene of childhood mystery, later the scene of his
crime and atonement. The bass clarinet murmurs in its lowest register with the string quartet,
suddenly flaring up in the key of C-sharp minor. ‘I am the Queen of Snowdon, the Bride of the
Beautiful One. My thighs embrace the swirling mists and my breasts caress the low-lying clouds; they
in their precosity explore the secret places of my nakedness, luxuriate amid the wonders of the deep,
then rise again in guilty satisfaction to the Heavens. Come, my Beautiful One and take me, before the
sun rises from his resting place. And I shall offer thee my scarifice, and my sweet incense shall ascend
to thy abode.’ The mystery gives way to scenes of a more down-to-earth, rough and tumble
childhood. A theme which I called ‘The Gallop’ bursts in and from it the lyrical aspiring
theme that becomes Mam's theme emerges. To a soft pizzicato descending pattern the
clarinet then features the theme softly and tenderly. ‘But when I went back to the kitchen,
spotlessly clean and with my hair combed she took hold of me and lifted me up in her arms and gave
me a great big kiss that lasted for ages. My little chick, she said, I don't know what I would do if you
went missing. And the tears were rolling down her cheeks. I didn't understand what she was crying
about.’ The moment of sweetness is cut off by his panic at the first signs of her incipient
madness. The Gallop becomes a nightmare and the movement ends with repeated stabs as
he begins to realise that his childhood is coming to an end.

The final movement starts with a furious rising figure on bass clarinet and pizzicato strings,
a texture associated with Mam's madness and the Boy's desperation. Once again the bass
clarinet recalls the soft murmur of the Black Lake that we heard in the first movement. A new,
chromatic doom-laden theme emerges that subsequently dominates the movement - the
Grief Theme. It is repeated again and again in new transpositions, as a motif, an ostinato,
extended and diminished, unrelenting and implacable. Even a soft recall of Mam's theme is
cut off by the Grief Theme, which develops and mutates until it combines with the opening
furious rising figure. The music builds in intensity to a climax of despair which recalls the
moment when the Boy is given his Mam's belongings in a small parcel and he realises he will
never see her again. ‘And then I started crying. Not crying like I used to whenever I fell down and
hurt myself. But crying like being sick. Crying without caring who was looking at me. Crying as
though it was the end of the world.’ Grief turns to anger, anger turns to murder. As the music
calms we hear the suddenly flaring up moment from the beginning of the first movement in
C sharp minor as the Queen of the Black Lake beckons the Boy to the mysteries of the deep
and to oblivion.

The Better Angels of our Nature

The second movement opens with a setting of the Welsh hymn Cyffamod, recalling the scene
in which the Boy listens to a male voice miners choir from the South. He describes the eerie
silence following the singing, with the wind rustling the slates of the quarry, like ghosts. A
new theme, featuring the two minor thirds of the Cyffamod hymn, becomes associated with
the Boy's spiritual thoughts; his reflections on Christ's Passion, a dream encounter in which
he wrestles with an angel. The Hymn returns, this time with an agonised clarinet descant, as
the Boy remembers the funeral of his best friend who died of typhus. But the movement
concludes with a serene version of Mam's theme, now confident and expansive as he
contemplates the majesty of Nature. ‘I stood perfectly still and squeezed Ceri's hand. The view was
as though the sky in front of us had suddenly opened like a curtain and revealed the Heavens to us.
The floor was the bluest of blues, and the sun was shining on it, and it stretched far far away and then
joined the silver wall of Heaven in the far distance.’

‘We are not enemies, but friends. We must not be enemies. Though passion may have strained, it must
not break our bonds of affection. The mystic chords of memory will swell when again touched, as
surely they will be, by the better angels of our nature.’

6
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The inspirational plea for reconciliation from Abraham Lincoln’s first inaugural address on
March 4th 1861 was my starting point for a fifteen minute concerto for oboe and strings for
the virtuoso oboist Emily Pailthorpe, to whom the work is dedicated. It is divided into two
continuous movements, separated by Taps, the bugle call which is played traditionally for
funerals or at sunset. In the first movement the oboe’s material is largely based on fanfare
motifs, heard distantly against sustained strings, then in a more dynamic form as part of an
Allegro molto movement. Contrasted with it is a series of widely spaced muted string chords
based around the interval of the perfect fifth, the ‘mystic chords of memory’. The war-like
7
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